


The strength of any team lies in the quality of its
members. Exceptional players excel because they
consistently work on enhancing their talents and
abilities. This principle applies across the
board—from sports teams like Real Madrid and
LFC, to prestigious consulting firms like McKinsey,
down to your neighborhood store, creative graphic
designers, and savvy real estate agents. At L&F
CG, we are deeply committed to becoming the
premier organization focused on employee and
partner engagement, as well as fostering a culture
of continuous learning.

We aim to empower every individual associated
with L&F CG to reach their full potential, achieving
personal growth and contributing even more
effectively as part of our collective endeavor.

Our core mission is to ensure our clients
outperform their rivals. We are also dedicated to
equitable distribution of profits among our partners,
contractors, and employees, ensuring everyone
benefits from our collective success.

Sincerely,

Arvid Madland Lyngnes
Managing Partner L&F CG



Welcome to L&F CG:

A Place Where You Matter
At L&F CG, we prioritize our partners because we believe our strength lies in our team.
Here's why joining us means joining a community focused on growth, well-being, and
success.

Join L&F CG – Where your contribution is valued, and your potential is limitless.
Together, we're not just achieving goals; we're building a brighter future.



Our

Services



Our Markets

Unlock Your Business
Potential Across Europe **
At L&F CG, we’re excited to bring our expert consulting services to the heart of some of
Europe's most dynamic cities: Oslo, Stockholm, Barcelona, Berlin, and London. Our tailored
HR, Marketing, and Technology consulting solutions are designed to empower businesses in
these vibrant markets to achieve unprecedented growth and innovation.

Oslo: Nurturing Innovation in the Nordics
In Oslo’s thriving business environment, our HR Consulting services are perfectly poised to
help companies navigate the nuances of Nordic efficiency and innovation, enhancing
organizational structures and talent management strategies for peak performance.

Stockholm: Elevating Brands in Sweden’s Capital
Stockholm's reputation for tech savviness and sustainable business practices makes it an
ideal market for our Marketing Consulting services. We’re here to help companies captivate
a highly digital and environmentally conscious customer base, strengthening brand presence
and customer experiences.



Barcelona: Transforming Businesses with Mediterranean Flair
Barcelona's diverse and dynamic economy is a fertile ground for Digital Evolution. Our
Technology Consulting services support businesses in embracing digital transformation,
optimizing IT strategies, and ensuring robust cybersecurity, all while capturing the unique
spirit of innovation that defines this vibrant city.

Berlin: Pioneering Progress in Germany’s Tech Hub
Berlin's startup ecosystem and tech industry are booming. Our comprehensive consulting
services are designed to support this unique market, from enhancing organizational
efficiencies and talent strategies to navigating the complexities of digital transformation with
cutting-edge solutions.

London: Leading Global Change from the Financial Heart
In London, a global financial and cultural capital, our services are critical for companies
looking to stay ahead in a highly competitive and fast-paced market. Whether it’s HR,
Marketing, or Technology consulting, we offer bespoke solutions that drive success on both
a local and global scale.




